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WISCONSIN'S NEW COURT-ORDERED
ADR LAW: WHY IT IS NEEDED AND ITS
POTENTIAL FOR SUCCESS
MICHAEL E. WEINZmRL*
On December 6, 1993, Wisconsin joined a national trend when its
Supreme Court ordered the creation of a statewide Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) program for the early resolution of civil and family
matter disputes.1 Across the United States, state and federal courts have
been embracing ADR procedures to help reduce the backlog of civil
cases and offer earlier, cost effective settlement options to litigants. To-
day, more than half of the states in America have enacted, or are consid-
ering enacting, some type of court-related ADR program.2 Wisconsin's
court-ordered ADR law went into effect July 1, 1994.3 It is too early to
evaluate the effectiveness of the program in resolving civil and family
disputes earlier in, and more economically and efficiently than, the litiga-
tion process. However, based on the success of similar court-mandated
ADR programs and voluntary ADR use, Wisconsin citizens, businesses,
corporations, municipalities, government workers, and attorneys will
likely find the results to be favorable.4
This Article focuses on ADR primarily as it relates to civil, nonfamily
litigation. It argues that Wisconsin's ADR law, based on the perform-
ance of similar ADR plans, will prove effective in settling many civil
disputes outside of court. It discusses how ADR can save litigants time
and money, and why ADR is preferable to litigation. It then analyzes
Wisconsin's new ADR law and the settlement procedures it outlines.
The Article then analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of Florida's
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1. Wis. Sup. Cr. ORD R No. 93-13, at xv-xx (1994).
2. Margaret L. Shaw, Courts Point Justice in a New Direction, NAT'L L. J., April 11, 1994,
at Cl.
3. Supreme Court of Wisconsin, Mnmw. SENTiNEL, Dec. 16, 1993, at 10D.
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and Illinois' approaches to court-mandated ADR procedures. Finally,
the Article suggests why litigants will be pleased with the Wisconsin
ADR law, and how it will ultimately encourage greater use of voluntary
ADR procedures.
I. Ti RISE OF ALTERNATIVE DIsPUTE RESOLUTION
A. Why Alternatives to Litigation Are Needed
In Wisconsin and across the United States, much attention has been
focused recently on the need for ADR as an alternative to litigation.
Eminent jurists, from Wisconsin state judges to former Chief Justice of
the United States Supreme Court Warren Burger, have called for ADR
procedures to be available to litigants.5 These proponents all contend
ADR offers a quicker, more efficient avenue for dispute resolution.6
Additionally, other advocates argue ADR reduces court backlogs,
reduces the depletion of court resources, saves litigants time and money,
offers litigants more settlement options, preserves relationships, and pro-
duces better results.7 Others maintain that ADR is not nearly as stress-
ful and traumatic to the parties as is the litigation process.8 An
examination of the current state of civil litigation illustrates why ADR
should be considered as a settlement option by civil litigants.
1. Cost Considerations
Despite an effort to decrease legal costs, a recent study revealed that
U.S. companies reported an eighteen percent (18%) increase in legal ex-
penditures in 1993. 9 Although many of the companies surveyed have in-
house counsel, the study reported a forty-five percent (45%) increase in
1993 in outside legal spending, resulting, in part, from increased litiga-
5. Joseph H. Helm, Jr., ADR An Alternative For Settling Civil Disputes, Wis. LAW., July
1990, at 16-17; see also Warren Burger, Isn't There A Better Way?, 68 A.B.A. J. 274 (1982).
6. Helm, supra note 5, at 16-17.
7. See Shaw, supra note 2, at Cl; see also Pete Kennedy, Clogged Courts Cause Business
Boom, Tim FREEMAN (Waukesha, Wis.), June 11, 1994, at Cl; Jim Stingl, Art of Compromise:
Judges to Order Mediation, MiLw. J., July 5, 1994, at B1, B6; Jay Stuller, Settling for Bearable
Unhappiness, ACROSS THE BOARD, NovJDec. 1993, at 16, 17-22; Frank E.A. Sander & Ste-
phen B. Goldberg, Making the Right Choice, A.B.A. J., Nov. 1993, at 66, 66-67; Todd B.
Carver & Albert A. Vondra, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Why It Doesn't Work and Why It
Does, HARV. Bus. REv., May-June, 1994, at 120, 120-21.
8. David Tenenbaum, Hanging up the Gloves of Confrontation?, Wis. LAw., Aug. 1994, at
9, 11.
9. Wade Lambert, Firm's Legal Costs Rose 18% in '93 Despite Efforts to Curb Expenses,
WALL ST. J., July 6, 1994, at B3.
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tion costs.' 0 The average amount of money spent per company on litiga-
tion increased from $1.8 million in 1992 to $2.8 million in 1993, an
increase of fifty-six percent (56%).11
The cost of civil litigation on a per-case basis can be significant to
both plaintiff and defendant. For instance, it is estimated that the typical
cost of defending an employee dispute ranges from $20,000 to
$200,000.12 This range is realistic for the defense of other civil actions as
well, such as personal injury, contract, commercial, and libel disputes.
For instance, Randall P. Bezanson and John Soloski found that news or-
ganizations or their insurers spend approximately $150,000 to defend an
average libel dispute.3 Even so-called nuisance claims can require
thousands of dollars to defend.' 4
Plaintiffs in civil litigation face similar financial difficulties as they
will also likely incur considerable discovery, deposition, and expert wit-
ness costs during the litigation process. These costs ultimately offset the
jury award or settlement amount late in the litigation process. The ear-
lier a plaintiff can resolve a dispute, the greater the portion of his or her
compensation that is actually realized. In addition to the economic diffi-
culties of initiating litigation, the plaintiff, along with his or her family in
most cases, will experience an unpleasant interruption of their lives dur-
ing the traumatic, protracted litigation process.
Municipalities and governments are also feeling the litigation pinch.
New York City, for instance, will spend approximately $300 million on
judgments and settlements in fiscal year 1994.'1 These costs, associated
with the increasing number of civil lawsuits, as well as large jury verdicts,
are draining municipal budgets coast-to-coast.16 ADR would help re-
duce the risk municipalities face when they go to court, as they are often
perceived by jurors as having "deep pockets."' 7
10. Id
11. Id.
12. John F. Budd, Jr., Guilty - Until Proven Innocent, PUB. REL. Q., Summer 1994, at 11,
12.
13. Roselle L. Wissler, et. al., Resolving Libel Disputes Out of Court The Libel Dispute
Resolution Program, in REFORMING LIBEL LAW 287 (Randall P. Bezanson & John Soloski
eds., 1992).
14. Id
15. Wade Lambert, More Are Suing City Hall Straining Local Budgets, WALL ST. J., Nov.
8, 1994, at B1.
16. Id.
17. See id.
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Today, it is estimated that liability lawsuits cost Americans roughly
$130 billion annually.18 The tort system in the United States has grown
four times faster than the economy since 1930.19 In the face of these
realities, using ADR to reduce litigation costs should be given careful
and serious consideration by the parties and their attorneys in appropri-
ate cases.
2. Increasing Numbers of Civil Disputes
In addition to the financial cost of litigation, the increasing number of
civil cases is straining the nation's state and federal court systems. In
Milwaukee County, 18,243 civil cases were filed in 1993, not including
small claims cases.20 Nationally, many trial and appellate court dockets
will likely increase one hundred percent (100%) by the year 2000 if cur-
rent litigation trends continue.2 1 Despite efforts by the courts to dispose
of cases more quickly, new filings often considerably surpass those
dispositions.2 2
In 1992, the number of appeals fied increased 5.8 percent (5.8%)
from 1991 figures to 259,276, the highest in U.S. history.' Should this
rate remain constant through the end of the decade, there will be over
350,000 appeals pending by the year 2000, a cumulative increase of at
least forty percent (40%) since 1990.24 The number of new cases filed in
state courts is also on the rise. In 1992, approximately 93.8 million new
criminal and civil cases were filed in state courts, Puerto Rico, and the
District of Columbia.2 - Although this number is actually lower than its
peak of 100.5 million cases in 1990,26 the number of new civil lawsuits
filed increased three percent (3%) over 1991 figures to 19.7 million. 7
These new filings have resulted in an increase in the number of pending
civil lawsuits as well.2 8 ADR is viewed by many as a way to alleviate
18. Budd, supra note 12 at 12.
19. Id. at 13.
20. Stingl, supra note 7, at B1.
21. Randall Samborn, Accelerating Caseloads Threaten to Swamp Courts, NAT'L L.J., May
9, 1994, at All.
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id.
28. See id.
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some of the demands placed on court systems29 by reducing the number
of pending lawsuits and appeals.
B. The Advantages of ADR
The advantages of ADR can be examined from a number of angles.
There is little doubt that using ADR saves litigants time and money.30
Joshua Rosenberg observed the range of savings ADR produced to be
from $1000 per case in a family court to an average of $80,000 per case in
a U.S. District Court, as estimated by litigants and attorneys.3 A recent
study of federal courts revealed that on average, federal litigants saved
roughly $40,000 for every $4000 they spent on ADR.32
Corporations and insurance carriers have reported significant cost
savings from their ADR programs. For instance, since Motorola insti-
tuted an ADR program several years ago, it has seen its litigation costs
decrease by approximately seventy-five percent (75 %).33 Four hundred
companies that participated in a corporate ADR program beginning in
1990 reported a savings of $150 million in attorney fees and expert wit-
ness costs through 1993.34 Another recent study of major civil cases sug-
gested that use of ADR saved each party approximately $800,000 per
dispute. 35 A major U.S. insurance carrier reported its institutionalized
ADR program saved approximately $7 million in legal expenses in
1993.36 And in one instance, Chevron estimated its mediated settlement
of a dispute, which cost Chevron $25,000 in mediation costs, saved the
corporation approximately $2.5 million in potential litigation expenses.37
ADR is generally more time efficient than litigation, a feature attrac-
tive to both plaintiff and defendant. While litigation often results in
29. Shaw, supra note 2, at Cl; See also Sting], supra note 7, at Bi; John Lee, Retired Judge
is Man in Middle, Tim POsT-CREcCEr (Appleton, Wis.), July 17, 1994, at BI.
30. DELorrrE & ToucmE LITIGATION SERVICES 1993 SURVEY OF GENERAL AND
OUTSIDE COUNSELS 8, 14 (1993) [hereinafter Survey]. A copy of this study can be obtained by
contacting Deloitte & Touche, 180 N. Stetson Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60601, (312) 946-3227;
See also Deborah R. Hensler, Does ADR Really Save Money?, The Jury's Still Out, NAT'L L.J.,
Apr. 11, 1994, at C2; Rosenberg, supra note 4, at C7; Harry N. Mazadoorian, Practice Experi-
ence is Solid Evidence of ADR's Effectiveness, NAT'L L.J., Apr. 11, 1994, at C10, C15;
Weinzierl, supra note 4, at 193, 201, 208, 215.
31. Rosenberg, supra note 4, at C7.
32. Id
33. Stuller, supra note 7, at 16, 18; Michele Galen, Guiltyl Too Many Lawyers And Too
Much Litigation, Here's A Better Way, Bus. WK., Apr. 13, 1992, at 60.
34. Stuller, supra note 7, at 18.
35. Mazadoorian, supra note 30, at CIO.
36. Id. at C15.
37. Carver & Vondra, supra note 7, at 121.
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lengthy delays between the alleged injury and the ultimate settlement or
disposition, ADR significantly expedites the settlement process.38 ADR
is more efficient than litigation because it is more informal and generally
administered independently of the courts. The typical ADR session can
be arranged within days or weeks after the parties agree to employ it, as
opposed to a much longer wait for a jury trial.
In addition to cost and time savings, many litigants use ADR to pre-
serve relationships.39 Litigation often can be damaging to relationships
between businesses and customers, corporations and distributors or fran-
chisers, individual citizens, and insurance carriers and their policy hold-
ers. By offering a speedier alternative to litigation, ADR can preserve
relationships by resolving a dispute in a timely fashion and eliminating
the confrontational atmosphere of litigation.
In 1993, the Wisconsin Automobile & Truck Dealers Association
(WATDA) and automobile and truck manufacturers created a dispute
resolution program to settle disputes between the dealers and manufac-
turers."n Although one of the program goals was to save automobile
dealers and manufacturers considerable litigation costs, 41 a primary rea-
son the program was initiated was to preserve relationships between
dealers and manufacturers.42 Businesses and corporations involved in
long-term relationships with distributors and dealers benefit from timely
resolution of disputes. The WATDA Manufacturer program anticipated
resolving approximately twelve disputes annually.43
Toyota Motor Sales, USA, implemented a national dispute resolution
program of its own in 1985 called the Reversal Arbitration Board,' for
the resolution of disputes between itself and its dealers.45 Among the
goals for the program were improving relationships between dealers and
Toyota, as well as avoiding unnecessary confrontation.46 The program
has succeeded in substantially improving relations between the manufac-
38. See generally Stuller, supra note 7, at 17; see also Shaw, supra note 2, at Cl;
Mazadoorian, supra note 30, at CIO; Survey, supra note 30, at 8, 14; Weinzierl, supra note 4, at
193, 201, 208, 215; Sander & Goldberg, supra note 7, at 66; Stingl, supra note 7, at B1; Ken-
nedy, supra note 7, at Cl; Lee, supra note 29, at B1.
39. Mazadoorian, supra note 30, at C1O.
40. Larry Engel, Brookfield Firm Enlisted to Fix Auto Disputes, Mumw. SENTINEL, Jan. 20,
1994, at D1.
41. Id.
42. Id
43. Id.
44. Thomas Davis, et al., The Reversal Arbitration Board: An ADR Model for Resolving
Intra-Corporate Disputes, 1994 J. DisP. RESOL. 93, 95.
45. Id. at 93.
46. 1d. at 106.
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turer and its dealers by "providing an appropriate forum for the enforce-
ment of corporate policy." 47 In addition, Toyota has significantly
reduced its dealer dispute litigation costs,48 as well as the number of dis-
putes between dealers and itself.49 Since implementing the program, the
number of disputes over vehicle and sales credit allocation has decreased
from 178 cases in 1985 to twenty-seven in 1992.50
Controlling risk is yet another advantage that ADR offers to dispu-
tants. When parties elect to resolve their dispute through trial, the out-
come, to a considerable degree, is taken out of their hands. Although
jury verdicts can be somewhat anticipated through statistical analysis of
past awards within a particular jurisdiction, there is certainly no formula
for predicting an award. By contrast, ADR allows the parties to make
the decisions regarding the outcome of the dispute.5 1 In other words, the
parties control the risks otherwise left to an unpredictable jury.
From the defense perspective, the risk of having large damages
awarded in emotionally charged disputes such as sexual harassment,
wrongful death, product liability, or libel disputes is significant. For ex-
ample, the news media have increasingly been subjected to large jury
awards in libel actions.5 2 For instance, in 1990 and 1991, juries awarded
significant damages in several libel verdicts, including a $58 million ver-
dict against Belo Broadcasting Corporation and a $34 million verdict
against the Philadelphia Inquirer.5 3 During the first two years of the
decade, the median libel punitive damage award increased twelve times
from what it was in the 1980s to $2.5 million. 4 An average of 10.5 libel
judgments per year were awarded by juries during this time, totaling
$190.4 million.55 Risk analysts attribute these large awards to emotional
juries, who may or may not understand the law, but award large damages
because they are sympathetic to the plaintiff.56 Defendants in personal
47. Id. at 109.
48. Id. at 107.
49. Id.
50. Id.
51. David W. Harwell, The Advantages of Mediation: Curbing Legal Costs and Control-
ling Risk, BBB SoLurioNs, Oct. 1994, at 1.
52. Junda Woo, Juries' Libel Awards Are Soaring, With Several Topping $10 Million,
WALL ST. J., Aug. 26, 1992, at B3; Sara Marley, Huge Libel Awards No Longer the Rule, But
Big Risks Remain, Bus. INs., May 30, 1994, at 3. For a general discussion on the risks and
costs of libel disputes, and how ADR can be used to avert them, see also Weinzierl, supra note
4, at 193-216.
53. Marley, supra note 52, at 3.
54. Woo, supra note 52, at B3.
55. Id.
56. Marley, supra note 52, at 26.
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injury cases face similar risks. For instance, an Albuquerque, New Mex-
ico jury awarded $2.7 million in punitive damages to a patron of a fast-
food restaurant who suffered severe burns after spilling hot coffee on
herself.57 Although the judge reduced the punitive damages portion of
the award to $640,00058 (the dispute ultimately settled out of court), this
case illustrates the unpredictability of juries, as well as how jury emo-
tions can drive the outcome of a case.
From the plaintiff's perspective, the opposite may hold true. In per-
sonal injury cases generally, juries are increasingly displaying less sympa-
thy for claimants.59 A study of approximately 90,000 civil cases revealed
that the percentage of juries siding with alleged personal injury plaintiffs
in 1992 declined to roughly fifty-two percent (52%) from sixty-one per-
cent (61%) in 1987.60 Another recent study of jurors revealed that sev-
enty-five percent (75%) believe jury awards are too high and over two-
thirds indicated that there are too many lawsuits filed.6 1 Although the
defendants may have had some degree of culpability in these disputes,
they prevailed at trial. Although this recent trend of declining jury sym-
pathy is not indicative of what outcome will be achieved in individual
civil disputes, it does illustrate the potential risks claimants must con-
sider when selecting the method they will use to settle their disputes.
The unpredictable nature of all juries is something that should be
weighed by both the plaintiff and the defense. Resolution of a civil dis-
pute through ADR controls risk and uncertainty.
Finally, the confidentiality of ADR makes it an attractive settlement
option. In employment disputes, such as an alleged case of sexual har-
assment, mediation could result in a private resolution of the matter
without negative or embarrassing publicity. If a celebrity is involved in a
dispute, the privacy aspect of ADR should be especially attractive. For
instance, a recent civil lawsuit involving a popular musician accused of
sexually molesting a minor child was reportedly resolved through media-
tion, thus ending the dispute quickly and privately.62 This swift resolu-
57. Teeing Up Starbucks, WALL ST. J., Jan. 25, 1995, at A14.
58. Id.
59. Edward Felsenthal, Juries Display Less Sympathy In Injury Claims, WALL ST. J.,
March 21, 1994, at B1.
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Anthony Aarons and Michael D. Harris, JAMS Judges Orchestrated Jackson Pact:
Goertzen, Tenner, Schoettler Called in by Both Camps; Highest Profile Case, Los ANGELES
DAILY L.J., Jan. 28, 1994, at 1.
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tion undoubtedly helped the entertainer maintain his public image by
avoiding a prolonged, public courtroom battle.
C. The Rise of Court-Mandated ADR Programs
As the advantages of ADR to civil litigants and those involved in
family disputes became increasingly clear over the last several years, and
court backlogs increased substantially, state and federal courts began ex-
ploring incorporating mediation, arbitration, and other settlement proce-
dures directly into their scope of power. As of 1992, over 1200 state
court-sponsored ADR programs were identified in the United States.63
Over one-third of the Federal court districts had implemented some
form of ADR by 1990 including, in some jurisdictions, authorizing judges
to order litigants to use some form of ADR in an effort to settle their
dispute.64 The Civil Justice Reform Act of 199065 is seen by many legal
scholars and observers as one of the primary catalysts of the courts' ris-
ing use of ADR.66
Although court-annexed ADR continues to grow across the country,
uniformity is lacking in the procedures and methods of administration of
these programs. Each jurisdiction has adopted its own approach to
court-ordered ADR, often creating confusion for litigants exposed to
more than one jurisdiction and voluntary use of ADR procedures.67 The
Wisconsin ADR law, however, provides ADR procedures in the tradi-
tional sense of each option.
II. WISCONSIN'S COURT-ORDERED ADR LAW
Under Wisconsin state law, the state Judicial Council is authorized to
advise the Wisconsin Supreme Court as to "changes which will, in the
council's judgment, simplify procedure and promote a speedy determi-
nation of litigation upon its merits."'' The Judicial Council petitioned
for a statewide court-ordered ADR system, which was adopted by the
Wisconsin Supreme Court69 with slight modifications. Wisconsin state
statutes were amended to create section 802.12, Wisconsin's new ADR
law.70 The law established a policy of encouraging ADR as an alterna-
63. Shaw, supra note 2, at C1.
64. Id at C16.
65. 28 U.S.C. §§ 471-482 (1993).
66. See Mazadoorian, supra note 30, at CIO.
67. Shaw, supra note 2, at C16.
68. Wis. STAT. § 758.13(2)(a) (1993-94).
69. Wis. STAT. § 751.12 (1993-94).
70. Wis. Sup. Cr. ORDER No. 93-13, 180 Wis. 2d xv (1994).
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tive to litigation.71 Under the new law, state judges are authorized to
order ADR in civil disputes at any stage of the litigation process and to
compel the plaintiff and defendant to personally participate in the settle-
ment process along with their legal representatives.72 Further, the law
directs the parties to select a procedure and provider of the ADR ser-
vice.73 However, if the litigants are unable to select a procedure or pro-
vider or both, the court may make those determinations for them, as well
as direct payment of the fees and expenses of the provider.74 The new
ADR law provides for a number of binding and nonbinding settlement
procedures from which the parties can select.
A. Binding Arbitration
In binding arbitration, the litigants contractually authorize a neutral
third party to hear their dispute and render a decision they must ac-
cept.75 The parties, by contract, or the neutral determine the applicabil-
ity of the rules of evidence. 76 Typically, the parties would make an
abbreviated presentation of their case to the neutral, often introducing
written documentation (by mutual stipulation) directly as evidence in or-
der to reduce costs. They are legally bound to the findings of the arbiter,
although the award is subject to review under Wisconsin Statutes sec-
tions 788.10 and 788.11. 77 It is important to note that judges cannot or-
der litigants to use binding arbitration to resolve their dispute. All
parties must consent to binding arbitration.78
The advantages of employing binding arbitration for resolving dis-
putes are numerous. It is dramatically more cost effective than litigation
because of its informality. Parties may submit documentation support-
ing their case, such as medical reports, hospital bills, lost wage state-
ments, accident reconstruction reports, tax returns, and expert witness
reports directly to the arbiter as evidence. Unlike arbitration, when a
dispute goes to trial, expert witnesses, doctors, employers, witnesses, and
71. Id.
72. Id. at xvii (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(2)(a)).
73. Id. at xvii-xviii (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(2)(b)).
74. Id. at xviii (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(2)(c),(d)).
75. Id. at xvi (Wis. STAT. § 802.12(a)).
76. Id. at xvi (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(a)).
77. Id.
78. Id.
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police officers must personally testify in court, resulting in significant
costs to the plaintiff and defendant.79
In addition to reducing costs, arbitration also allows the parties to
control risk. For example, "high-low" parameters can be agreed to and
stipulated in the arbitration agreement which limit the scope of the arbi-
trator's award. In a case in which the plaintiff is demanding $70,000 and
the defendant is offering $30,000, these numbers could be selected by the
parties as "high-low" figures. The $70,000 in effect becomes a ceiling on
the amount of potential damages recoverable by the claimant. The
$30,000 becomes the floor, or the minimal amount of recovery. These
figures are not shared with or revealed to the neutral third party. The
arbiter hears the dispute and renders a decision. If her or his award falls
between $30,000 and $70,000, whatever that figure is stands as the
award. But if the award exceeds $70,000, the plaintiff may only recover
$70,000. Likewise, if the award falls below the $30,000 floor, the defend-
ant is still compelled to pay $30,000. Thus, a best- and worst-case scena-
rio are envisioned and stipulated prior to the arbitration hearing.
B. Direct Negotiation
Direct negotiation is the only process outlined in the ADR law that
does not require the intervention of a neutral third party.8 0 Direct nego-
tiation involves an exchange of offers and counteroffers by the litigants,
and directs the parties to discuss the strengths and weaknesses or the
merits of their positions.81 This settlement procedure may or may not
prove to be effective. The parties are in litigation because their direct
discussions have not produced a settlement. The intervention of quali-
fied neutrals will likely prove more effective in resolving a dispute than
requiring the parties to make another exchange of offers and demands.
C. Early Neutral Evaluation
This procedure entails the litigants making a brief oral or written
presentation of their positions early in the litigation process to a neutral
party. The neutral then provides an analysis of their case, and makes
recommendations for conducting discovery and obtaining legal rulings to
79. It is important to note, however, that in many injury cases, liability is stipulated so the
dispute centers around the extent of the injury and what constitutes fair compensation. In this
scenario, testimony concerning liability is avoided, thus eliminating those potential costs.
80. Ws. Sup. Cr. ORDER 93-13, 180 Wis. 2d xv, xviii (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(b)).
81. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(b)).
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resolve the dispute as efficiently as possible.' If the parties agree, this
neutral may also help them attempt to negotiate a settlement. ss
Early neutral evaluation will be especially beneficial to parties in-
volved in complex disputes that could require significant discovery. It
may give the parties insight into how best to conduct cost effective dis-
covery and focus the parties on achieving a settlement rather than con-
tinuing through litigation. It may also lay the groundwork for future
mediation should negotiations fail.
D. Focus Group
In this settlement process the parties select a panel of citizens to hear
an abbreviated presentation of their dispute. 4 After hearing the
presentations, the panel deliberates, renders an advisory opinion about
how the dispute should be settled, and discusses its opinion with the
litigants.8 5
Focus groups are typically used by parties who want to "test the
water" in terms of trial strategies and possible outcomes. This process is
frequently used in cases where there is potential for a large jury verdict.
It is also used in significant cases where liability is in dispute. Attorneys
can test their theories before a panel of citizens that in all likelihood
reflects the type of jury they would draw at the courthouse. The advi-
sory opinion the panel renders can be extremely helpful to the attorneys
as they consider whether to continue through the litigation process or
make an offer to settle.
E. Mediation
Mediation is a non-binding procedure in which a neutral third party
attempts to help the parties reach a mutually acceptable settlement to
the dispute.86 The mediator has no authority to render a decision or
place a value on the caseY. Rather, the mediator works back and forth
between the parties, privately discussing the strengths and weaknesses of
each party's case, as well as helps the parties focus on the primary issues
of the dispute.88
82. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(c)).
83. Id.
84. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(d)).
85. Id.
86. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(e)).
87. Id.
88. Id,
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Mediation is also extremely informal and offers many of the same
advantages as arbitration in terms of cost effectiveness. Unlike arbitra-
tion, however, mediation will not result in the neutral rendering a deci-
sion. Therefore, risk is controlled not by limiting the scope of an award,
but by empowering the parties to negotiate a mutually acceptable settle-
ment. Because mediation is a continuation of the direct negotiation pro-
cess, it is important that the parties negotiate in good faith, but not bid
against themselves. In mediation, the parties discuss their case with the
neutral privately. Anything revealed to the mediator in these discus-
sions is not shared with the opposing party. Therefore, the parties can
test potential settlements without bidding against themselves.
F. Mini-Trial
This settlement procedure involves litigants selecting a panel of neu-
trals who are authorized to negotiate a settlement to the dispute after
hearing presentations by the parties.8 9 The panel considers the legal and
factual issues of the dispute in its settlement negotiations. 90 Among the
persons selected to the panel may be a neutral or neutrals with expertise
in the particular area of the dispute.91 The mini-trial is often employed
for the resolution of complex business or commercial disputes. Typi-
cally, cases that go through mini-trials are significant. The advantage of
using a mini-trial as opposed to mediation, for instance, is that it allows
participation in the settlement process from both an expert mediator and
an expert in the field. In business disputes, executives from the disputing
companies often sit on the panel along with the neutral chair. The com-
panies' attorneys make presentations to this panel. After the presenta-
tions, the neutral leads the executives in settlement discussions. In this
scenario, parties to the dispute actually participate in settlement discus-
sions and deliberations.
G. Moderated Settlement Conference
In a moderated settlement conference, the litigants make abbrevi-
ated presentations of their case to one or more neutrals.92 The neutrals
then conduct settlement conferences and may also render an advisory
opinion to aid in settlement discussions.93 This settlement procedure is
89. Id (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(t)).
90. Id
91. Id at xvi-xvii.
92. Id at xvii (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(g)).
93. Id.
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very similar to the mini-trial, but not quite as formal. A focus on settle-
ment and the interests of the parties is prevalent.
H. Nonbinding Arbitration
Nonbinding arbitration operates in the same fashion as binding arbi-
tration with the exception that the parties are not bound by the neutral's
decision.94 The goal of the process is to produce a settlement figure that
may be considered by the parties in future settlement discussions.95
Nonbinding arbitration offers the litigants advantages identical to
those of binding arbitration, but only if both parties accept the arbitra-
tor's findings. The primary disadvantage of nonbinding arbitration is
that either party may reject the decision. The parties could go through
the presentation process and not settle the dispute. The advantage of
finality is removed. On the other hand, the flexibility of being able to
reject the award could be perceived by the parties as an advantage. In
this scenario, the arbitration process is likely used to test the waters
before an experienced, knowledgeable arbitrator, such as a former
judge. The award, although it may be rejected by one or both parties,
will help them focus on potential outcomes at trial.
I. Summary Jury Trial
A summary jury trial consists of attorneys making abbreviated
presentations of their cases to a small panel of citizens selected from the
regular jury pool. 96 A judge is selected to preside over the hearing and
determine the applicability of the rules of evidence. 7 The mock jury
renders a verdict that may be used by the parties in subsequent settle-
ment discussions. 98 The litigants may also discuss this verdict with the
mock jurors at the time of the verdict.99
The summary jury trial is really a formalized focus group. In addition
to the panel of citizens, a judge is also selected to preside over the
presentations of the case. What results is an informal jury trial. Again,
this procedure is used less frequently than arbitration and mediation,
and primarily in significant exposure cases. The parties' goal is to use
the information learned in the summary jury trial as a basis for future
94. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(h)).
95. Id.
96. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)0)(1)).
97. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(j)(2)).
98. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)0)(4)).
99. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(1)(j)(3)).
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offers and demands, and subsequent settlement discussions. The infor-
mation can also be used for trial strategies as the parties can discuss why
jurors and the judge responded to their presentations in certain ways.
Once the parties select one of these procedures and a neutral pro-
vider, they must notify the trial judge.10° If the parties cannot agree
upon a procedure or provider, the trial judge may make those decisions
for them. However, the judge is obligated to specify the least costly pro-
cedure that she or he feels will be most effective at bringing the parties
to a settlement.101 The trial judge is not authorized to order the parties
to binding arbitration, nonbinding arbitration, or a summary jury trial.'0 2
Under the law, the trial judge may also direct payment of the neutral(s)
and provider if the parties cannot agree upon how to divide the costs.'0 3
In addition to affecting civil litigation, the new Wisconsin ADR law
provides procedures for the resolution of family matter disputes. All of
the settlement procedures outlined in the law are available for the reso-
lution of family disputes except the focus group, mini-trial and summary
jury trial options. 0 4 The law also provides that if the court has ap-
pointed a guardian ad litem for a minor child, that guardian will be a
party to any court-sponsored ADR procedure "regarding custody, physi-
cal placement, visitation rights, support, or other interests of the
ward." 105
Parties to family disputes may mutually agree to employ binding ar-
bitration for the resolution of disputes involving property division under
section 767.255, maintenance under section 767.26, attorney fees under
section 767.262, and post-judgment orders modifying maintenance under
section 767.32.106 Parties, including guardians ad litem, may also agree
to employ arbitration for the resolution of custody and physical place-
ment disputes under section 767.245, visitation rights under section
767.245, child support under section 767.25 or section 767.51, and modifi-
cation of the aforementioned under section 767.32 or 767.325.107
The goals of family orientated ADR programs are similar to those
for the resolution of other civil disputes: fair, cost effective, and efficient
100. Id at xvii-xviii (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12 (2)(b)).
101. Id
102. Id.
103. Id (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(2)(d)).
104. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(3)(a)).
105. Id (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(3)(b)).
106. Id. (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(3)(c)).
107. Id (creating Wis. STAT. § 802.12(3)(d)).
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resolution of disputes. In addition, family ADR programs are designed
to avoid the trauma of family litigation, particularly for children.
Wisconsin's ADR law was designed to offer several viable options for
the settlement of civil and family disputes, and to encourage voluntary
ADR use prior to litigation. The law provides the various ADR proce-
dures in order to fit litigants with the most suitable settlement procedure
for their particular dispute. Rather than mandating one procedure, such
as nonbinding arbitration, the law remains flexible in order to increase
the likelihood of settlement. This philosophy (of designing a court-an-
nexed ADR program) emerged from the approach adopted by the state
of Florida. Florida's court-ordered ADR system'08 was structured after
the American Bar Association's "Multi-Door Courthouse" which
matches disputants with appropriate settlement procedures.' 0 9
III. Thm FLORIDA MODEL
As court-annexed mediation and arbitration programs have in-
creased in popularity throughout America, one such program has
emerged to become largely regarded as the "Cadillac" of court-ordered
ADR. Florida's settlement program is widely considered one of the
most, if not the most, successful court-sponsored ADR programs in the
United States. The historical success of Florida's program suggests that
the Wisconsin model will also likely meet with favorable results over the
years.
Florida was among the first states to implement court-ordered ADR.
In 1987, in response to a study by Florida's Legislative Study Commis-
sion, Florida state statutes were amended to empower state judges to
order ADR procedures in civil, family, and community disputes."'
Under Florida's guidelines, nondomestic civil disputes over $15,000 are
eligible for circuit court-ordered ADR."' Civil nonfamily disputes
under $15,000 are referred to County Civil Mediation programs. For the
108. FLORIDA MEDIATIoN/ARBrrRATION PROGRAMS: A COMPENDIUM, (Jennifer L. Ma-
son & Sharon B. Press eds., July 1991) [hereinafter Compendium]. A copy of this report can
be obtained by contacting the Florida Dispute Resolution Center: Supreme Court Building,
Tallahassee, Florida 32399, (904) 644-2086.
109. Larry Ray & Prue Kestner, The Multi-Door Experience; Dispute Resolution and the
Courthouse of the Future, Standing Committee on Dispute Resolution of the ABA (1988).
110. COMPENDIUM, supra note 108, at v; Robert A. Bush, The Dilemmas of Mediation
Practice: A Study of Ethical Dilemmas and Policy Implications, 1994 J. Disp. RESOL 1, 5 ;
Robert A. Bush, Efficiency and Protection, or Employment and Recognition?: The Mediator's
Role and Ethical Standards in Mediation, 41 FLA. L. REv. 253,266-73 (1989); Weinzierl, supra
note 4, at 211.
111. COMPENDIUM, supra note 108, at 5-8.
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purpose of this article, the analysis will focus solely on the resolution of
civil nonfamily disputes over $15,000.
Once ordered to ADR, parties may select a private ADR provider or
use a court-appointed provider, if available.112 In Florida, each county is
responsible for its own program. Some counties provide volunteer
mediators and arbitrators to the litigants at no expense, while in other
counties, parties must rely on the services of private ADR providers.1 3
If the parties select or must select a private provider, they are responsi-
ble for compensating the neutral. Generally, the neutral's fee is divided
among or between the parties. 14 The litigants may also select the ADR
procedure they will use. Typically, litigants are matched with the most
appropriate settlement procedure for their particular dispute. Nonbind-
ing mediation is frequently selected or assigned.
Florida's circuit court mediation program historically has been quite
successful in facilitating resolutions to civil disputes of $15,000 and
greater. For example, in 1991, 10,391 civil disputes were resolved during
16,960 mediation sessions through Florida's circuit court mediation pro-
gram, resulting in an overall sixty-one percent (61%) settlement record
among the participating counties." 5 Duval County achieved an eighty-
one percent (81%) settlement rate as 1088 of the 1345 disputes mediated
through its program settled. 16 In Pinellas County, 1033 cases out of
1599 were resolved through the mediation program, or sixty-five percent
(65%).117 Dade County saw the most referrals to court-ordered media-
tion as 6500 cases were assigned to the program." 8 Of the disputes or-
dered to mediation, 4000 actually went through a settlement conference
of which 2400, or sixty percent (60%), settled."i 9 In Palm Beach County,
fifty-eight percent (58%) of the cases that went through mediation set-
tled, 20 while forty-nine percent (49%) of the disputes mediated in
Broward County were resolved.' 2'
During the previous year, the Florida circuit court-ordered mediation
program settled nearly 6200 disputes."z In 1990, the Lee County pro-
112. Id.
113. Id. at 5-1, 5-2.
114. IM. at 5-2.
115. Id. at 5-8.
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Id.
119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Id. at 5-5.
122. Id. at 5-8.
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gram settled seventy-nine percent (79%) of its nonbinding mediations.123
In Duval County, 632 civil disputes out of 988 were settled through me-
diation, or sixty-four percent (64%). 12 The Dade County circuit court
referred the most cases to ADR, with 2380 settlements reached out of
3500 mediation sessions, or sixty-eight percent (68%).12 Approximately
forty-six percent (46%) of the cases ordered to mediation in Palm Beach
County were settled through the process. 26
It is important to note that these figures are not reflective of the suc-
cess or volume of voluntary ADR use throughout the state. As the suc-
cess of Florida's court-annexed system was documented and attorneys
and insurers were increasingly exposed to ADR procedures, voluntary
use of ADR increased throughout the state. This phenomena will likely
be repeated in Wisconsin as well. As Wisconsin attorneys receive
favorable results through court-ordered ADR, they will likely begin to
consider employing ADR procedures voluntarily to resolve other dis-
putes not in litigation or early in the litigation process.
Florida's ADR program, particularly circuit court-referred media-
tion, has been very successful. Because Wisconsin's system shares many
of the mechanics of Florida's, predicting success is practical. There is,
however, one primary difference between the two systems that is note-
worthy. Unlike in Florida, Wisconsin's court-ordered ADR law did not
create a court-subsidized program. Although Florida uses volunteer
neutrals in some jurisdictions, the cost of administering its system is sup-
ported by state government. In Wisconsin, on the other hand, no burden
has been placed upon the taxpayer to fund the system. Therefore, the
state and its residents will receive many of the benefits of court-referred
ADR (assuming a large percentage of disputes are resolved) without in-
creasing the tax burden or shifting funding away from other areas. This
will likely solidify support for the system as Wisconsin's ADR program
will not be the target of legislature budget cuts.
IV. Ti- ILLINOIS MODEL
The State of Illinois was another early entry into the mandatory
ADR arena. In 1985, the Illinois state legislature and governor ap-
123. Id.
124. Id
125. Id.
126. Id.
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proved the Mandatory Arbitration Act. 27 The Illinois Supreme Court
then formed a committee to make recommendations on how to imple-
ment the Act. The Illinois Supreme Court adopted the committee's rec-
ommendations, and the new mandatory arbitration law went into effect
June 1, 1987 as Illinois Supreme Court Rules 86 through 95.128 The law
provides that any civil dispute greater than $2,500 but under $15,000 (the
Illinois Supreme Court subsequently raised the ceiling to $30,000 in
some counties, including DuPage and Cook) will go to nonbinding
arbitration.12 9
A. How the Program Works
Illinois' mandatory arbitration program is significantly different from
the Florida and Wisconsin models. The principal difference between the
two systems is that in Illinois, nonbinding arbitration is the only settle-
ment option available. 130 In addition, claims over $15,000 (or $30,000,
depending upon the jurisdiction) are not eligible for arbitration.' 31 The
Illinois system mandates a tri-panel arbitration procedure 32 as opposed
to providing an option for a singular arbiter. The litigants have no con-
trol over who serves on the arbitration panel; 33 the arbitrators are ap-
pointed by the court.' 34 As such, all of the arbitrators are compensated
by the state through the Mandatory Arbitration Fund. 35 In this regard,
Illinois' court-annexed arbitration system is entirely administered and
funded by the state.
All civil disputes meeting the qualifications in each jurisdiction are
eligible for court-ordered arbitration, although that does not mean that
every eligible civil action will be ordered to arbitration.136 Once ordered
to arbitration, the parties are assigned a panel of arbiters and an arbitra-
tion date. At the hearing, the parties make presentations to the arbitra-
127. Jerome Lerner, Mandatory Arbitration: Welcome to Illinois, IL. B.J., Apr. 1988,418,
419.
128. Id.
129. Id. at 418; ILLINOIS SUPREME COURT MANDATORY ARBITRATION PROGRAM FOR
THE 18TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, MANDATORY COURT ANNEXED ARBITRATION PROGRAM QUES-
TION AND ANSWER BOOK 1, 2 (1994) [hereinafter QUESTION AND ANSWER]. A copy of this
pamphlet may be obtained by contacting 126 S. County Farm Road, Suite 2A, Wheaton, Illi-
nois 60187, (708) 653-5803.
130. Lerner, supra note 127, at 4.
131. QUESTION AND ANSWER, supra note 129, at 2-3.
132. Id. at 1.
133. Id. at 5.
134. Id.
135. Id.
136. Lemer, supra note 127, at 420.
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tion panel. It is up to each litigant to decide how to present its case. For
instance, a party may opt to provide written documentation only, such as
hospital bills, medical reports, lost wages statements, tax returns, prop-
erty damage reports, etc., as evidence at the hearing.137 If a party elects
to submit written evidence only, that party must provide written notice
and a copy of the evidence that will be submitted to the opposing party
no less than thirty days prior to the hearing.138 If, on the other hand, a
party elects to present its case in the traditional manner of using live
expert and other witness testimony, that party is solely responsible for
those fees.139 Under Illinois Supreme Court law, parties ordered to arbi-
tration may subpoena witnesses to appear at the arbitration hearing just
as they could in court.140
After hearing evidence, the arbitration panel will render a decision
on the same day of the hearing. 4' Neither the decision nor the award is
binding. 42 However, unlike the Florida or Wisconsin systems, under the
Illinois system a party must pay a $200 fee to the court within thirty days
of the hearing to reject the award.' 43 Failure to pay this fee results in the
award becoming binding on all parties subject to the supervising judge
entering judgment on the award. 144 If a party fails to appear at the arbi-
tration hearing, the arbitration proceeds as scheduled ex parte, and the
absent party waives the right to reject the award and consents to entry of
a judgment on the award. 45 If an award is properly rejected, the case is
placed on the trial calendar and proceeds accordingly.
B. -Success of Illinois' Arbitration Program
When considering the success of Illinois' mandatory arbitration pro-
gram, it is important to note that the system was designed to not only
dispose of cases through arbitration, but to encourage voluntary disposi-
tion of cases, as well as dispositions through court dismissals, settlement
orders, and default judgments."46 In this regard, the Illinois model has
137. ILL. Sup. CT. R. 90(c) (1994).
138. QUESTION AND ANSWER, supra note 129, at 7-8.
139. Id at 9.
140. Id at 8.
141. Id at 14.
142. ILL. Sup. Cr. R. 93(a).
143. Id.
144. ILL. Sup. CT. R. 92(e).
145. ILL. Sup. CT. R. 91(a).
146. ILL. Sup. CT., COURT-ANNEXED MANDATORY ARBITRATION ANNUAL REPORT 15
(1994). A copy of this report may be obtained by contacting the Administrative Office of the
Illinois Courts, 30 N. Michigan Ave., 20th Floor, Chicago, Illinois 60602.
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been successful. For instance, in 1994, Winnebago County reported that
eighty-nine percent (89%) of all cases ordered to an arbitration prehear-
ing were disposed of prior to an actual arbitration hearing.147 Lake
County reported an eighty-eight percent (88%) disposition rate during
this same period.' 48 McHenry, DuPage, and St. Clair counties all re-
ported an eight-five percent (85%) disposition rate.149 Cook County's
disposition rate was significantly lower than the other participating coun-
ties at approximately nineteen percent (19%).150 These figures suggest
that the arbitration program, outside of the greater Chicago area, is suc-
cessful in disposing of cases that would otherwise proceed through tradi-
tional litigation.
Another measure of the success of the Illinois program is the arbitra-
tion award rejection rate. In every arbitration, parties may reject the
arbiters' award as long as they follow the appropriate guidelines. In
1994, of the 10,578 cases arbitrated in Cook County, awards in 4655 or
forty-four percent (44%) were rejected.' 5' In Lake County, 103 of the
270 arbitration awards, or thirty-eight percent (38%) were rejected. -5 2
The rejection rate in DuPage County was thirty-four percent (34%).
In 1993 in Cook County, 5916 awards out of 12,174 hearings or forty-
nine percent (49%) were rejected. 53 Lake County litigants also rejected
forty-nine percent (49%) of the awards during the year.5 4 In DuPage
County, thirty-four percent (34%) of the awards were rejected. 55 Dur-
ing 1992 in these same counties, arbitration awards were rejected forty-
eight percent (48%) of the time in Cook County, forty-four percent
(44%) in Lake County and thirty-three percent (33%) in DuPage
County, with Lake and DuPage counties reporting overall high disposi-
tion rates. 56
Although the overall disposition rate of disputes without an arbitra-
tion hearing was high in most of the counties, Cook County, the most
147. Id. at 15-16.
148. Id at 16.
149. It.
150. Id.
151. Id at 14.
152. Id.
153. ILL. Sup. Cr., COURT-ANNED MANDATORY ARBITRATION ANNUAL REPORT 14
(1993).
154. Id.
155. Id.
156. ILL. Sup. Cr., COURT-ANNEXED MANDATORY ARBITRATION ANNUAL REPORT 11
(1992).
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populous in the state with 5.1 million people, 57 did not experience a
high disposition or arbitration settlement rate. On average, approxi-
mately fifty percent (50%) of the cases going through arbitration were
settled. Although this figure represents a large amount of settlements,
the Illinois program, particularly in Cook County, would likely enjoy
higher settlement rates if there were more procedures to choose from.
Nevertheless, the Illinois court-annexed mandatory arbitration program
has helped reduce court backlogs and expedite the settlement process
throughout the participating counties. Furthermore, the program has in-
creased exposure to arbitration and other ADR procedures within the
Illinois legal community. This intangible benefit has resulted in ADR
increasingly being employed voluntarily to resolve civil disputes prior to
court-mandated arbitration.
V. THE CASE FOR WIscoNsIN's ADR LAW
Across the United States and in Wisconsin, the justice system is in-
creasingly becoming inaccessible to ordinary citizens and businesses due
to escalating costs and inefficiencies. The costs of taking or defending
legal action are steadily rising in almost every jurisdiction throughout
America. The backlog of cases in many state and federal civil courts is
widening the gap between injury and recovery for plaintiffs. Protracted
litigation consistently jeopardizes long-standing relationships between
suppliers and distributors, insurance companies and their policy holders,
and manufacturers and dealers. Moreover, the increasing level and
scope of civil litigation is draining the U.S. economy and inhibiting
American businesses' ability to compete in the global marketplace on
equal footing. Evidence abounds regarding how ADR procedures can
and have settled civil disputes fairly, efficiently, and cost effectively.
Court-ordered ADR in Florida has produced high settlement figures,
and the Illinois model has on average resolved over fifty percent (50%)
of the eligible disputes. The Wisconsin ADR law will likely emulate
these successes.
Evaluating past successes and the satisfaction level of the participants
are important considerations when arguing on behalf of Wisconsin's
ADR law as well. Recent research suggests that ADR and the benefits
it offers are appreciated within the legal community, as well as by society
as a whole. For instance, a 1993 study of outside law firm attorneys and
general counsel for Fortune 1000 companies revealed that most attorneys
157. ILL. Sup. Or., supra note 146, at 10.
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believe that ADR saves time and reduces litigation costs, and that those
two reasons are the primary reasons ADR procedures are used.5 8 The
study also revealed that most of the attorneys were generally satisfied or
more than satisfied with ADR.159 The attorneys surveyed expressed op-
timism over the potential of ADR to resolve many different types of
business disputes.160 From their experiences, they reported that many of
the disputes they took to nonbinding ADR procedures, such as media-
tion, were settled. 61 Of the attorneys who shied away from using ADR,
the primary reasons were lack of understanding and experience. 62
Mandatory ADR laws, such as Wisconsin's, Illinois', and Florida's, help
expose attorneys to the ADR process. In Florida and Illinois, this has
led to increased ADR use.
In 1994, participants in Illinois' court-ordered arbitration program
seemed to be quite pleased with the process. For instance, attorneys rep-
resenting losing parties in DuPage and Lake counties revealed that most
were more satisfied with the outcome and fairness of the arbitration pro-
gram than in a traditional jury trial.' 63 Approximately eighty-five per-
cent (85%) of the attorneys in those same counties recommended that
their clients accept the award. 6' The actual plaintiffs and defendants
who participated in the arbitration process in all counties indicated that
they would first select arbitration as the method for resolving similar
disputes in the future.' 65 In 1993, sitting judges as well as the partici-
pants in the court-mandated arbitration process (i.e., arbitrators, attor-
neys, and actual plaintiffs and defendants) reported a high level of
satisfaction with the process as well.'6 In fact, DuPage County reported
that forty-four percent (44%) of losing litigants and seventy-two percent
(72%) of losing attorneys believed the arbitration panel's decision was
fair.' 67 The participants also found the process to be more effective in
achieving commonly understood goals of litigation than did litigants us-
ing the traditional trial system.' 68 Perhaps the best indicator of how sat-
isfied the parties were with the arbitration process is that the majority of
158. SutRvEy, supra note 30, at 8, 14.
159. Id. at 10.
160. Id.
161. I& at 14.
162. Id. at 8.
163. ILL. Sup. Cr., supra note 146, at 11.
164. Id.
165. Id.
166. ILL. Sup. Cr., supra note 153, at 11.
167. Id.
168. Id.
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litigants indicated that arbitration would also be their first choice for
resolving a similar dispute in the future.169
The attitudes toward ADR expressed by the Illinois arbitration liti-
gants are similar to those revealed in the results of a 1992 national public
opinion survey. Once ADR was explained to ordinary citizens, an over-
whelming majority indicated they would use mediation or arbitration
over litigation the next time they were involved in a dispute. 7 °
Finally, based on Florida's track record and other social science re-
search, the carefully constructed Wisconsin ADR law will likely produce
high settlement records as well as high levels of satisfaction among attor-
ney and resident users. Wisconsin's law offers several settlement proce-
dures. Although the Illinois system has been successful for the most part
in reducing court backlogs and offering residents a more responsive and
economical system for dispute resolution, by offering only arbitration, it
is not as successful as it could likely be. The Illinois model does lay a
foundation, however, for predicting that Wisconsin's comprehensive
ADR program will resolve even a greater percentage of civil disputes.
The Wisconsin Judicial Council's and Wisconsin Supreme Court's ap-
proach to ADR is a practical one. By offering litigants many settlement
choices, as well as empowering them to make decisions regarding those
settlement options and who will provide the service, the state instills con-
fidence in the program. As Wisconsin attorneys become increasingly fa-
miliar with the process, they will likely be more apt to consider or even
recommend voluntary ADR procedures for the resolution of civil
disputes.
VI. CONCLUSION
Clearly, there is a problem with the amount of costly civil litigation in
the United States. Although Wisconsin has not experienced the degree
of court congestion that other jurisdictions such as Los Angeles, New
York City, Chicago, and Seattle have, it nevertheless remains cost-pro-
hibitive for many residents and businesses to consider legal action. As
costs increase, parties suffer as more monetary resources are necessary
to enter the courtroom. ADR is a fair, viable, and cost effective alterna-
tive to traditional litigation. Wisconsin's new ADR law will resolve
169. Ia
170. NAT'L INST. FOR Disp. RESOL., NAT'L SURVEY FINDINGS ON: PUBLIC OPINION To-
WARDS DisPuTE RESOLUTION 5 (June 22, 1992). A copy of this study can be obtained by
contacting The National Institute for Dispute Resolution, 1726 M. Street, N.W., Suite 500,
Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 466-4764.
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more cases earlier in the litigation process, save participants time and
money, and lay the groundwork for increased voluntary ADR use. In
the years to come, the benefits of Wisconsin's court-ordered ADR sys-
tem will likely be appreciated by most of the state's residents and
attorneys.

